Shree Sodha Ranjitsinhji Education Group
“A Path To Bright Future”

Our Schools :
The trust presently manages following education institutions at our school
building.
Shree Sodha Balmandir - Has lower kg and upper kg. Total 4 class
rooms covering 100 students.
Shree Ambe Vidhyalay - We are running 1st to 8th standard in Gujarati
medium. Total 8 class rooms covering 500 students.
Maulik Prathmik Shala - We are running 1st to 8th standard in Gujarati
medium. Total 8 class rooms covering 450 students.
Shree Sodha Ranjitsinhji High School & Higher Secondary School We are running 9th to 12th standard in Gujarati medium. Total 6 class
rooms covering 450 students.
SDM School - We are running 1st to 5th standard in English medium.
Total 5 class rooms covering 150 students.

School Timings :
Standard
Nursery
L.K.G. / U.K.G.
1 to 5
6 to 12

Gujrati Medium (Time)
Afternoon 12-30 to 5-00
Afternoon 12-45 to 5-20
Morning 7-30 to 12-45

English Medium (Time)
Morning 8 to 12
Morning 8 to 12
Morning 7-30 to 12-30

About Us
A Prestigious School Serving Jamnagar for 21 Years.
The seed of Sodha School Jamnagar has planted in 1998 with the
commitment of quality education and education for all with physical,
educational and cultural development of student. At present Sodha School
is a mammoth tree that has strong roots with ethical values and integrity.
We value our commitment towards quality education along with
complementing aspects of self-reliance, peer interaction, and individual
growth. India required educationally qualified population to transform the
nation from developing to develop country for that we are committed to
provide best education with best facilities to the student. Our system is
unique in the sense that it has been carefully designed to ensure that every
student is prepared to face the ever-changing challenges of the society.
Sodha school achieves best results in board examination and became a part
of growth story of student and pillar for achieving dreams of parents. Our
school concentrates on all over development of student rather than only
focusing to educational part. Practical knowledge is the most important part
for continuous learning and for that we are strives our best.
Our team of teachers is highly qualified with internal core values, they are
always encouraging students to have compassion for one another by
teaching them to listen to and value each other’s opinions in and outside of
the classroom. As teacher they play a crucial role in helping to influence
student and shape their lives.
We should not judge a book by the cover and a child from his report card.
Sodha School is working on all round development of child, it will take
years to show some tangible results, but there is considerable progress in
this direction.

Director’s Message
It gives us great pride and pleasure to write about Shree Sodha Ranjitsinhji
Education Group, Jamnagar which is unique in itself with state-of-the-art
infrastructure and facilities to meet the need and requirement of moulding
the child of 21stcentury for an inclusive society.
Each child is born with a mission in his life and with special talents which
are peculiar to him. The purpose of education is to transform the inborn
potentiality into an actuality. There are three strands to good learning i.e.
to be competent (intellectually), to be engaging (socially) and to be ethical
(morally). The system of education should be competent to match the
parameter of modern requirement. Education system is ever changing and
challenging process. With the passage of time and specific requirement the
method of educating will change. The challenge right now with us is
embracing modern schooling methods without forgetting our time tested
teaching techniques to provide world class education.
Another main aspect of school is its environment, where a positive school
environment is defined as a school having appropriate facilities, wellmanaged classrooms, available school-based health supports, and a clear,
fair disciplinary policy. There are many hallmarks of the academic,
disciplinary, and physical environments of schools with a positive climate.
The Illiterate of 21st century will not be those who cannot read or write
but those who cannot learn, unlearn and relearn, our motto is to make a
student best in his field that can face all the challenges whether it is a field
of career or a social life.

Mission:
We prepares students to understand, contribute to, and succeed in a rapidly
changing society, thus making the world a better and more just place. We
will ensure that our students develop both the skills that a sound education
provides and the competencies essential for success and leadership in the
emerging creative economy. We will also lead in generating practical and
theoretical knowledge that enables people to better understand our world
and improve conditions for local and global communities.
Vision :
We are and will be a school where design and social research drive
approaches to studying issues of our time, such as democracy,
urbanization, technological change, economic empowerment,
sustainability, migration, and globalization. We will be the preeminent
intellectual and creative centre for effective engagement in a world that
increasingly demands better-designed objects, communication, systems,
and organizations to meet social needs.
Our vision aligns with shifts in the global economy, society, and
environment, which animates our mission and our values:
 Creativity, innovation, and a desire to challenge the status quo will
affect what and how we teach and the intellectual ambitions of the
ent students'
academic experiences to help them become critically engaged
citizens, dedicated to solving problems and contributing to the public
good.

 Our School must embrace these principles and innovate to address
shifts in the global economy, society, and environment that require
individuals to grapple with complex problems, pursue more fluid and
flexible career pathways, and collaboratively create change.

Facilities











Huge Building Area
Wide Classrooms
High-tech Computer Lab
Different Class Rooms for Pre-School Students
Fire and Safety Equipments in each floor
Smart Class base education system
C.C.T.V. Monitored Class Rooms
Scholarships for Standard 11 and 12
Competitively Fees Structure
Extra Activities like Dance, Cursive Writing, Personality
Development, Yoga
 Continuous contact with Parents

Thoughts of school
“Here we can see the result of education in student’s RESULT as well as
in their LIFE also.”

“We are not finding the BRIGHT students but we are making BRIGHT
students.”

